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Abstract
We report a computational discovery of novel grain boundary structures and multiple grain
boundary phases in elemental bcc tungsten. While grain boundary structures created by the γ-
surface method as a union of two perfect half crystals have been studied extensively, it is known
that the method has limitations and does not always predict the correct ground states. Here,
we use a newly developed computational tool, based on evolutionary algorithms, to perform a
grand-canonical search of a high-angle symmetric tilt boundary in tungsten, and we find new
ground states and multiple phases that cannot be described using the conventional structural
unit model. We use MD simulations to demonstrate that the new structures can coexist at
finite temperature in a closed system, confirming these are examples of different GB phases.
The new ground state is confirmed by first-principles calculations.
PACS numbers: 64.10.+h, 64.70.K−, 68.35.Md
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Grain boundaries play a key role in the mechanical behavior of body-centered cubic
(bcc) metals [1]. Their structure affects a diverse range of properties including fracture,
recrystallization, and creep [2–4]. The abundance of GBs in nanocrystalline materials
makes the boundaries particularly important in the class of advanced materials being
developed for their promise of radiation tolerance and the combination of ductility with
strength [5]. Beyond pure materials, alloy GB properties are also significant, and the GB
structure can have a marked effect on segregation and morphological stability. The use
of tungsten for magnetic fusion energy applications provides a noteworthy example. The
ultimate success of fusion technology depends on materials that can survive the harsh
operating environment. Tungsten has been selected as the divertor material in the Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) [6] and is a leading candidate for
additional plasma-facing components in the planned follow-on tokamak DEMO [7] be-
cause of its high mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, high melting point and
low yield for sputtering. While tungsten has a number of favorable properties, it is also
intrinsically brittle even at relatively high temperatures especially after recrystallization
[8]. Recrystallization and intergranular fracture of tungsten impose significant design
constraints. Strategies that aim to improve the ductility include alloying of the material
with elements that improve the cohesion of GBs. Small amounts of added elements may
have a dramatic effect on the fracture toughness of a material [3, 8–10].
One of the existing approaches to guide experimental alloy development uses atom-
istic calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) to screen the large space
of elements in order to identify the best candidates. These DFT simulations evaluate
the propensity of the system to undergo GB fracture by calculating the cleavage energy,
which is the difference γGB − 2γFS between the boundary energy and the energy of the
two free surfaces [11]. Solutes segregating to different GB sites and free surfaces alter
the cleavage energy resulting in increased or decreased ductility, provided the changes
to the cleavage energy dominate over plasticity. DFT calculations demonstrated that
segregation to different boundary sites may have opposing effects on the cleavage en-
ergy: segregation to some sites improves GB cohesion, while segregation to other sites
promotes embrittlement [12]. In order to accurately predict the effect of segregation
on embrittlement in these calculations it is important to evaluate the cumulative effect
of segregation to many different sites. The energy of segregation to different GB sites
strongly depends on the local atomic environment, i. e., the boundary structure [13–
15]. Atomistic simulations also demonstrated that the kinetics of crack propagation is
sensitive to grain boundary structure [16, 17].
Grain boundaries in bcc metals have been modeled using atomistic simulations for
several decades [18–23]. However, in a majority of the existing studies the 0 K temper-
ature structures were generated using the so-called γ-surface method. In this approach
two misoriented perfect half-crystals are joined together while sampling different trans-
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lations of the grains parallel to the GB plane. The lowest energy GB configurations
are assumed to be the ground state in these calculations. During the minimization, no
atoms are added or removed from the GB core. In addition, the configurational space of
possible GB structures explored by the atoms during the energy minimization is rather
limited.
A number of computational studies in several different materials systems demon-
strated limitations of this approach and suggested that a more thorough sampling that
includes the optimization of the number of atoms at the grain boundary is needed. For
example, in ionic materials low-energy grain boundary structures where found when a
certain fraction of ions was removed from the GB core prior to the energy minimiza-
tion [24–26]. Simulated quenching to the zero-temperature limit of the grand-canonical
ensemble demonstrated low-energy GB structures of a high-angle twist grain boundary
in face-centered cubic (fcc) Cu with different numbers of atoms [27]. An investiga-
tion of Si twist boundaries revealed the importance of sampling and optimization of
the atomic density and contrary to prior calculations demonstrated distinctly ordered
ground states at 0 K [28]. Genetic algorithms designed to explore a diverse population
of possible structures were applied to search for low-energy structures in symmetric tilt
Si grain boundaries [29] and multicomponent ceramic grain boundaries [30].
Recent modeling in fcc metals showed that structure of relatively simple GBs with
high bicrystal symmetry can be surprisingly complex and have multiple phases. Em-
pirical potentials for Cu, Ag, Au and Ni predicted new ground states and metastable
phases of several [001] symmetric tilt boundaries [31–33]. These studies systematically
explored GB energetics as a function of number of atoms at the boundary. The new
structures were found to have different atomic densities and complex atomic ordering
with the periodic unit many times larger than that of the bulk crystals. Improved
simulation methodology demonstrated first-order reversible transitions between grain
boundary phases with different atomic densities triggered by temperature, changes in
chemical composition and concentration of point defects [31, 33–35]. In addition, the
simulations showed that at certain temperatures and chemical compositions GB phases
can coexist in equilibrium with each other [31, 34]. Beyond symmetric tilt boundaries,
continuous vacancy loading into general grain boundaries in Cu revealed lower energy
states with different atomic density [36].
In bcc metals, recent computational studies demonstrated that changing the number
of atoms in the GB core increases [37] and in some boundaries decreases GB energy [38,
39]. Little is know about phase behavior of grain boundaries in bcc metals apart from
the recently found dislocation pairing transition in low-angle GBs composed of discrete
dislocations [40].
The γ-surface approach remains the most commonly used method to construct GBs
at 0 K, largely because no other robust computational tool of GB structure prediction
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is available. On the other hand, much progress has been made in developing of compu-
tational tools to predict structures of crystals [41]. One such method is USPEX [42],
which uses evolutionary algorithms to predict the structure of materials based on the
compositions alone. USPEX has proved to be extremely powerful in different systems in-
cluding bulk crystals [42], 2D crystals [43], surfaces [44], polymers [45] and clusters [46].
In this work we use a recently developed computational tool [33] based on the USPEX
code [42, 46, 47] to explore structures and phase behavior of GBs in a bcc metal.
In this work we reexamine the structure of the symmetric tilt Σ27(552)[110] grain
boundary in tungsten which is a representative high-angle boundary obtained by a 148◦
degree rotation of two grains around a common [110] tilt axis. This choice of the model
system was motivated by several recent DFT studies that investigated [110] symmetric
tilt boundaries to screen for alloying elements that would improve ductility of tung-
sten [12, 15, 48, 49]. In these studies the boundaries were constructed using the γ-
surface method. We performed simulations of the Σ27(552)[110] using two interatomic
potentials, EAM1 [50] and EAM2 [51], as well as DFT calculations [13, 52].
First, the structure of the grain boundary was generated using the γ-surface ap-
proach. The lowest energy configurations predicted by DFT calculations in Ref. [13]
and the current work using the two interatomic potentials are illustrated in Fig. 1a and
b, respectively. The structural units of both configurations are outlined with an orange
curve to guide the eye. Notice that within the γ-surface approach, DFT and the po-
tentials predict somewhat different structures. This result is consistent with previous
studies that identified multiple metastable and energy-degenerate states generated by
this methodology [38]. The view of the boundary structure along the tilt axis shown
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 1 demonstrates that in both structures the atoms are
confined to misoriented (110) planes of the two crystals. By construction, these GB
structures can be mapped atom by atom onto a displacement symmetry conserving
(DSC) lattice [1], which is the coarsest lattice that contains all of the atoms of both
misoriented crystals on its lattice sites.
Second, we constructed the boundary using an evolutionary search [33] as imple-
mented in the USPEX code [42, 46, 47]. In this approach a population of 50 to 100
different GB structures evolves over up to 50 generations by operations of heredity and
mutation to predict low-energy configurations. The mutation operations include the
displacements of atoms, insertion and removal of atoms from the GB core and sampling
of larger-area GB reconstructions [33].
In our method, we split the bicrystal into three different regions, the upper grain
(UG), the lower grain (LG), and the grain boundary (GB). UG and LG regions are taken
to be 40 Å thick. The GB thickness is an input parameter predefined by the user. To
ensure accurate GB energy calculation converged with respect to the system size normal
to the grain boundary plane, we sandwich the GB region between two 20 Å thick buffer
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regions. The atoms in the buffer zones are not affected by the evolutionary search,
but can move freely during the energy minimization. We create the first generation of
GB structures by randomly populating GB regions with atoms, imposing layer group
symmetries [46] selected at random for each bicrystal, and then joining the three regions
together applying random relative translations parallel to the grain boundary plane. The
enforced symmetry is used to avoid liquid-like structures with close energies that are
likely to produce similar children with poor fitness. This initial symmetry can be broken
or lowered by the subsequent variation operations like heredity and mutation. The
number of atoms placed in each GB slab is estimated initially from the bulk density of
the perfect crystal and the thickness defined by the user. This number is then randomly
varied within the interval from 0 to Nbulkplane, where Nbulkplane is the number of atoms in one
bulk atomic plane parallel to the GB. This ensures that structures with different atomic
densities are present in the initial population. The atomic fraction [n] for each grain
boundary structure is calculated according to [n] = (N modulo Nbulkplane)/Nbulkplane, where
N is the total number of atoms in the GB region. We also implemented constrained
searches where [n] of all GB structures in the population is within a certain interval.
In the population the different bicrystals have different GB dimensions generated as
random multiples of the smallest periodic GB unit [53]. The structures generated by
the algorithm are relaxed externally by the LAMMPS code [54] and the grain boundary
energy is determined and serves as a fitness parameter. During the optimization, the
atoms in the GB region need to be fully relaxed, while the atoms in the bulk only move
as rigid bodies.
Each successive generation is produced by operations of heredity and mutations, by
selecting the structures with the lowest 60% of the energies as parents. In the heredity
operation two grain boundary structures are randomly sliced and the parts from different
parents are combined to generate the offspring. In a mutation operation the grain
boundary atoms are displaced according to the stochastically picked soft vibrational
modes based a bond-hardness model [46, 53]. Such mutations are advantageous to
purely random displacements because they mimic a structural transition due to phonon
instability upon large elastic strains and are more likely to lead to children structures
with low energy. To sample different atomic densities atoms in the grain boundary region
are inserted and deleted [33, 46]. The atoms are removed based on the value of the local
order parameter calculated for each atom. The order parameter is described in Eq. (5)
of Ref. [55]. To insert atoms into the GB slab, we identify sites unoccupied by atoms by
constructing a uniform grid with a resolution of 1 Å3 and fill them at random. To ensure
relatively gradual changes in the GB structure, the random number of the inserted and
removed atoms also does not exceed 25% of the total number of atoms in the GB slab.
A more detailed description of the algorithm can be found in Ref. [33].
Figures 2 a and b illustrate the results of the evolutionary searches performed using
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the EAM1 and EAM2 potentials, respectively. Each blue circle on the plot corresponds
to a grain boundary structure generated during the search. The grain boundary energy
is plotted as a function of the number of atoms [n] expressed as a fraction of atoms
in the bulk (552) plane. The red diamonds on the plots represent the best configura-
tions generated by the γ-surface approach. At [n]=1/2 the search with both potentials
predicted new ground states of this boundary with energies 7-12% (depending on the
potential) lower than that of the γ-surface generated structures. Figure 3 illustrates
the structures of several [n]=1/2 GBs predicted by the two potentials. To obtain these
ground states, a number of atoms equal to half (1/2) of the (552) atomic plane must be
inserted into the GB core. This explains why these structures have not been discovered
by the γ-surface method. The low-energy states represent 1 × 2 and 1 × 3 unit cell
reconstructions and cannot be found in a standard 1 × 1 unit cell. At [n]=0 the EAM2
potential [51] also predicts a different low-energy GB structure, labeled as GB12, that
does not require addition or removal of atoms. The boundary structure is illustrated
in Fig. 4. The energy of this structure is nearly the same energy as the new ground
state at the [n] = 1/2 atomic fraction and represents what may be a different phase of
this boundary. The search with EAM2 potential clearly demonstrates that insertion or
removal of atoms is not the only shortcoming of the γ-surface method: even at [n]=0
there may be distinct local minima, so prediction of grain boundary structure requires
advanced sampling of many possible configurations.
The new ground states predicted by the evolutionary search are not unique. The
searches with the two potentials identified about thirty distinct low-energy configura-
tions all within a 2% energy range (approximately 0.05 J/m2). The energies of the
best thirteen configurations were subsequently refined with DFT calculations. See the
Supplemental Material [56] for the details of the DFT calculations. The results of the
calculations are summarized in Table 1. The DFT calculations confirmed that [n]=1/2
ground states predicted by both potentials have essentially the same energy. Figure 3
illustrates four examples of the ground state structures. These boundaries correspond
to GBs 11, 1, 2 and 3 in Table 1. The structure in Fig. 3a was predicted by potential
EAM2, while the other structures were generated using the the EAM1 potential. Each
GB structure is shown from three different viewpoints. The left-hand side panel shows
that all the structures are nearly indistinguishable when viewed projected on the plane
normal to the [110] tilt axis, the standard view to visualize structural units. On the
other hand, the middle and the right-hand panels show significantly different atomic
arrangements. In the middle panels the tilt axis is parallel to the plane of the image,
while the right-hand side panels show the structure within the GB plane viewed from
the top. The top view in the right-hand side panels most clearly shows the difference
between these ordered structures. In all of these configurations the atoms occupy sites
between the (110) planes within the GB plane. These calculations show that a number
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of similar structures with the same GB energy can be generated by permuting the occu-
pancy of atoms in different interstitial positions within the boundary. These structures
can no longer be mapped onto a DSC lattice, and to distinguish them from the struc-
tures generated by the γ-surface approach we refer to them as non-DSC structures. This
characteristic feature is remarkably similar to split-kite phases recently found in [100]
symmetric tilt boundaries in Cu [31], suggesting that these non-DSC structures may be
a general phenomenon.
At [n]=0 the predictions of the three models are less consistent. The DFT energies
of the γ-surface structures GB10 (2.960 J/m2) and GB13 (2.973 J/m2) generated with
the empirical potentials do not agree with the energy of the γ-surface structure GB14
(2.688 J/m2) based only on DFT. The GB12 ground state at [n]=0 predicted by the
evolutionary search with EAM2 potential was also not confirmed as a low energy state
by the subsequent DFT calculations. It is possible that the evolutionary search that
uses DFT calculations only would generate yet a different low-energy state at [n]=0.
Unfortunately, such a calculation would be significantly more expensive. Nevertheless,
within the DFT model the structures GB14 at [n]=0 with energy γGB14 = 2.68 J/m2 and
GB1 at [n]=1/2 with energy γGB1 = 2.592 J/m2 represent two candidates for distinct
grain boundary phases. The close energies at 0 K suggest the possibility of transitions
between the two GB structures due to temperature, pressure or alloying.
The large number of GB structures nearly degenerate in energy found by the evolu-
tionary search at 0 K suggests new questions about tungsten grain boundaries at finite
temperature. Can some of the different grain boundary structures coexist in equilibrium?
How does the multiplicity of similar [n]=1/2 structures affect the finite-temperature
structure? The abundance of similar structures may contribute to the configurational
entropy of the boundary at finite temperature [39], since many different states can be
created by permutations of atoms in different sites within the boundary with a negligible
penalty in energy. To investigate the effect of temperature on [n]=1/2 GB structure,
we performed a molecular dynamics simulation for 100 ns at high temperature (2500 K)
with the EAM1 potential. To avoid bias for one of the newly identified [n]=1/2 ground
states, we used a higher-energy structure predicted by the γ-surface approach (Fig. 1b)
as the initial configuration. Along the x direction we terminated the GB with two (115)
surfaces to allow atoms to diffuse in and out, enabling the atomic density in the GB core
to vary [31]. During the simulation, the GB transforms to its non-DSC state. The equi-
librium high-temperature structure is illustrated in Fig. 5. The simulation confirms that
the non-DSC ground state identified by the evolutionary search remains the minimum
free energy structure at high temperature. The examination of the boundary structure
viewed from the top in Fig. 5b reveals that the high-temperature structure is a combi-
nation of different structures shown in Figs. 3c and d [39, 57]. The left surface shows a
chevron reconstruction [58, 59]. Near the chevron the first two GB units have a different
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structure closely resembling the [n]=0 non-DSC ground state GB12 identified using the
EAM2 potential. This example also shows that the GB structure in a polycrystalline
metal will be influenced by local mechanical forces (e.g. triple junctions, GB defects,
nearby lattice dislocations, etc.)
The evolutionary search with the EAM2 potential predicts two distinct low-energy
structures with [n]=0 and [n]=1/2. MD simulations of the individual structures at
T=2000 K and T=2500 K with periodic boundary conditions confirmed that both are
stable at finite temperature. To test whether the two types of structures can coexist we
created a simulation block with dimensions 49.5×2.7×13.0 nm3 and periodic boundary
conditions along the boundary. The initial GB structure was set to GB12. Then,
additional atoms were inserted at random positions in one half of the bicrystal at a
distance 5 to 10 Å above the GB plane. The number of atoms inserted in that section
of the block was equal to half of a (552) atomic plane. This configuration was annealed
at 2000 K for 200 ns. During the first few nanoseconds of the simulation the added
atoms diffused into the GB and about half of the total GB area transformed into the
[n]=1/2 structure. After that, the two grain boundary structures continued to coexist
for the rest of the simulation time and we observed no further transformations. Figure
6 illustrates the [n]=0 and [n]=1/2 grain boundary phases coexisting in equilibrium.
The two structures are separated by a line defect that spans the periodic length of the
simulation block. The position of this line defect fluctuates during the simulation. The
equilibrium in this closed system with periodic boundary conditions is established by
exchange of atoms diffusing along the boundary. The coexistence simulation demonstrate
that the two types of structures predicted by the evolutionary search represent two GB
phases. The transformation is first-order and results in a discontinuous change in excess
GB properties. This is to be contrasted to higher order transitions such as continuous
premelting when only one GB state can exist at given temperature and pressure. To the
best of our knowledge this is a first demonstration of phase behavior of high-angle GBs
in a bcc material.
In conclusion, conventional simulation methodologies such as the γ-surface method
often predict relatively simple structures for symmetric tilt boundaries, which are com-
posed of kite-shaped units such as illustrated in Fig. 1. Their structure can be described
within the structural unit model which is based on bulk crystallography [38]. For this
reason symmetric tilt boundaries are considered to be some of the simplest boundaries,
and they are popular model systems. In this work we have demonstrated that in bcc
material such as tungsten, the structure of symmetric tilt boundaries can be significantly
more complex.
We performed a grand-canonical evolutionary structure search of the Σ27(552)[110]
boundary; i.e. a search in which the number of atoms can vary. This boundary has been
investigated in the past to study solute segregation and GB embrittlement [13, 52]. Our
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calculations with two different interatomic potentials and DFT predict a new ground
state, which requires additional atoms equivalent to half of a (552) atomic plane. The
lack of atomic density optimization and the absence of sufficient sampling are the two
main reasons this ground state was not found previously.
The new ground state structures are characterized by complex arrangement of atoms
within the GB plane. The boundaries are composed of a number of atoms incompatible
with the number of atoms per atomic plane in the abutting grains. The GB structure
cannot be mapped onto the DSC lattice. The ground state is degenerate, represented
by a large number of similar structures with the same energy. This configurational
complexity has consequences for the finite-temperature GB structure, which we observe
to be comprised of a combination of states found at 0 K. The structural features are
remarkably similar to split-kite phases found in symmetric tilt fcc GBs [31, 33].
Within the EAM2 model the evolutionary search at 0 K identified two distinct
low-energy GB structures with different atomic densities [n]=0 and [n]=1/2. High-
temperature MD simulations demonstrated that the two structures can coexist in equi-
librium in a closed system while exchanging atoms by diffusion. This simulation confirms
that the two structures are examples of two GB phases. Within the DFT model the
energy difference between the different structures GB14 and GB1 is only 3%. The close-
ness of the energies at 0 K also suggests a possibility of transitions between the two GB
structures due to temperature, pressure or addition of solute atoms.
Transformations at grain boundaries are not only of fundamental scientific interest,
but may also have practical importance by affecting the properties of materials. A
number of recent experimental studies demonstrated discontinuous changes in properties
of polycrystalline materials and bicrystals, linking grain boundary phase transitions to
abnormal grain growth, activated sintering and grain boundary embrittlement [3, 60–
65]. Multiple GB phases found by atomistic simulations in fcc Cu provided a convenient
model to investigate the importance of GB structure-property relations. Specifically, the
simulations revealed that the transitions between these GB structures have a pronounced
effect on shear strength and can even reverse the direction of GB migration [66, 67]. In
a binary Cu(Ag) system, the different GB phases demonstrated distinct monolayer and
bilayer segregation patterns with very different amounts of Ag segregation [32, 35]. In
other words, the changes in GB structure can dramatically alter the segregation sites
and the occupation of these sites by solutes.
In this work we demonstrated new ground states and phase behavior of grain bound-
aries in a model bcc metal. In our high-temperature simulations the GB transition (the
nucleation of the second GB phase) was triggered by absorption of interstitial atoms.
This mechanism of defect accommodation by GBs may be relevant to higher radiation
tolerance of nanocrystalline materials. The detailed investigation of impurity segrega-
tion to non-DSC grain boundaries and their mechanical properties is the subject of
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Label [n] EAM1, J/m2 EAM2, J/m2 DFT, J/m2
GB1 1/2 2.819 2.592
GB2 1/2 2.811 2.593
GB3 1/2 2.818 2.594
GB4 1/2 2.807 2.595
GB5 1/2 2.817 2.609
GB6 1/2 2.802 2.610
GB7 1/2 2.798 2.624
GB8 1/2 2.796 2.626
GB9 1/2 2.812 2.628
GB10* 0 3.171 2.960
GB11 1/2 2.493 2.590
GB12 0 2.495 2.951
GB13* 0 2.670 2.973
GB14* 0 2.680
Table I. The grain boundary energy of different structures generated with the evolutionary
algorithm and the γ-surface approach (*) using the EAM1 and EAM2 potentials and DFT.
The second column indicates the atomic density [n] of the different structures as a fraction of
the atoms in the (552) plane. Both potentials predict new ground states that were found with
the grand-canonical evolutionary search. The ground state is represented by several similar but
distinct structures with the same energy within the accuracy of the DFT calculations. GB14
was previously found in Ref. [13].
future work. The rich behavior found in a high-angle and high-energy Σ27(552)[110]
grain boundary using the new evolutionary method motivates a systematic investigation
of other grain boundaries in bcc metals as well as grain boundary phase transitions in
tungsten alloys.
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Figure 1. Conventional methodology: γ-surface constructed Σ27(552)[110] GB in W using (a)
DFT [13] and (b) the EAM1 [51] and EAM2 [50] potentials.
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Figure 2. Results of the evolutionary search. The grain boundary energy for different structures
of the Σ27(552)[110] boundary in W generated by the evolutionary search with (a) the EAM1
[50] and (b) EAM2 [51] potentials. The energy is plotted as a function of the number of atoms
[n] expressed as a fraction of atoms in the (552) plane. The red diamonds on the plots represent
the best configurations generated by the conventional γ-surface approach. The arrows point to
new ground states with different atomic densities predicted by the evolutionary search.
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Figure 3. New [n]=1/2 ground state structures of the Σ27(552)[110] GB in W predicted by the
evolutionary structure search with the EAM1 [50] and EAM2 [51] potentials: (a) GB11, (b)
GB1, (c) GB2 and (d) GB3. The DFT calculations confirm these to be the lowest energy states
with the energies γGB = 2.59 J/m2 identical within the accuracy of the calculations. Bulk
(green) and grain boundary (orange) atoms are colored according to the common neighbor
analysis [68].
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Figure 4. GB12 structure of the Σ27(552)[110] GB in W predicted by the evolutionary search
at [n]GB12 = 0 with the EAM2 potential [51]. The energy of this structure γGB12 = 2.495
J/m2 is identical within the accuracy of the calculations to the energy of the ground state
structure GB11 with γGB11 = 2.493 J/m2 and [n]GB11 = 1/2 (cf. Fig. 3a). This structure has
the same number of atoms as the γ-surface structure, but the energy is 7% lower. In this case
no atoms were inserted or removed from the GB core, however the evolutionary search finds
this low-energy structure by rearranging the GB atoms.
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Figure 5. Equilibrium structure of the Σ27(552)[110] GB at T=2500 K modeled with the EAM1
potential. A 100 ns long isothermal molecular dynamic simulation with the GB terminated at
two open surfaces predicts the high-temperature GB stucture independently from the 0 K
search. Bulk (green) and grain boundary (orange) atoms are colored according to the common
neighbor analysis [68].
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Figure 6. (a) Two grain boundary phases [n]=0 and [n]=1/2 coexisting in equilibrium at
T=2000 K for 200 ns in a closed system with periodic boundary conditions along the boundary.
b) and c) show closer views of the two structures. The equilibrium is established through the
exchange of atoms bethween the two GB phases. The coexistence simulation demonstrates that
the two types of structres predicted by the evolutionary search at 0 K represent two different
GB phases. The γ-surface approach fails to predict both of these finite-temperature structures.
In the figure the bulk (green) and the grain boundary (orange, magenta) atoms are colored
according to the common neighbor analysis [68].
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